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Trading Lessons from the Intraday Frame (study) 
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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  

 

 

 

 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

Import and Export Prices (8:30am) 
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quotes from last night: 

This makes us CAUTIOUS (though not outright bearish) into current levels with a 

willingness to forget everything and trade long/bullish IF we see another short-

squeeze bullish buy impulse take price above current levels.  While odds seem to 

favor the bearish/downside, do be ready to ignore them and trade into a short-

squeeze fueled breakout if instead we see that outcome. 

From here, we're again neutral into the Open Air zone and potentially 

BULLISH for a SHORT-SQUEEZE (ignore everything else) breakout IF above 

2,000.  Be fully ready to trade long/bullishly IF we see a trigger breakout 

above 2,000 - the upside target would initially be 2,020 then 2,060. 

 

Today's session started as another Range Day event but quickly turned into a breakout market 

during the afternoon session. I still tilted to the bullish side in the morning session and there 

weren't many valid or good divergences to trigger us into Range Day Fade Trades. 

Nevertheless, Trade #1 was a positive dual divergence support play off $199.00 which led to a 

small "range day" profit toward the upper Bollinger and resistance area.  On Range Days as 

they develop, we look to play "Fade Trades" from one side of the Bollinger to the next.  We 

trigger trades on the break beyond a 5-min reversal candle OR a respective 1-min trendline as 

noted.  We can also aggressively enter as close to support or resistance as possible when it is 

established, placing the stop outside the boundary. 

We don't like to short-sell into New TICK Highs or buy into New TICK Lows so be cautious 

about those aggressive 'fade' plays. 

Finally, price broke out of the Trading Range, triggering first an aggressive breakout 

opportunity at 11:30am PST which led to a "first reaction" or first retracement trade at 12:00 

PST if you missed - or don't actively trade - the initial breakout. 
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October 5 Power Trenders Strong Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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October 5 Power Trenders Weak Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength laggards (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to short-sell retracements or breakdowns in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is weak 

tends to get weaker (stocks hemorrhaging money flow tend to continue with weak/bearish money flow).  Right now 

these would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan 

list for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending lower, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a falling moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Money Flow Market Grid Update 

 

After stagnating into the 1,990 area, stocks broke impulsively higher in a "forget it all and call it 

manipulation" rally which triggered or exacerbated a short-squeeze already in motion.  We're 

in breakout territory at the moment and have bullish targets unless proven otherwise. 

Gold remains within a sideways trading range as noted. 

Oil - like stocks - saw end-of-day strength to close at the highs of the trading range as noted. 

Finally the US Dollar - amid commodity and stock strength - traded lower to close Thursday at 

the lows of the trading range. 
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Twitter (TWTR) Reversal? 

 

We've been riffing on the theme of "Market Reversals" and Twitter (TWTR) may be another 

candidate for a bullish breakout and reversal.  Note the positive divergences into $24.50 per 

share and the strong impulsive short-squeeze bullish activity - clearly on higher bullish volume 

- that has propelled the stock above the falling 50 day EMA (and upper Bollinger Band).  

Twitter would be an aggressive buy above $30.00 and otherwise cautious if this is a trap 

(meaning we see an instant return under $29.50 in the week ahead). 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

We started today's session as another RANGE DAY that quickly gave rise to a BREAKOUT event 

and bullish opportunity on the break above 1,990 (@ES).  Price is now trading into the Fed Day 

high from September which is our current pivot.  Monitor the Daily Chart closely and note the 

2,005 level as a key pivot.  We're still "ignore it all" bullish for a short-squeeze extension higher 

- and it very well may happen.  Otherwise, we're cautious given the negative momentum and 

market internal divergences undercutting the short-squeezed bullish rally. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Yesterday saw a trigger breakout - bullish - above the falling 50 day EMA (1,988) and 1,990 

level in the S&P 500.  That meant we were poised for an extension or continuation of the 

short-squeeze play higher today and that's precisely what happened.  We're in "IGNORE IT 

ALL" bullish territory as price completes the 2010 and 2011 rally phase (pattern) which makes 

us bullish IF price can extend its gains above 2,020.  Look to trade eventually toward 2,060 if 

so.  Otherwise, be cautious into the 2,020 target which is a Round Number pivot and the prior 

"spike reversal" high from the Fed Day announcement last month.   


